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The Hansa towns had long been a factor to be reckoned with. They had administered a severe defeat to King Waldemar at the Peace of Stralsund in 1370; they had organized a league of towns and developed a diplomatic technique that answered adequately to their expanding economic needs. Often represented on the Hansetage were the Livonian towns of Riga, Dorpat, and Reval, which, like the Swedish frontier post at Wiborg, faced Novgorod and Muscovy. The way to Russia was carefully guarded by the German Baltic towns; and, economically as well as politically, Denmark at the opening of the sixteenth century made a series of efforts to break this Hanseatic cordon.
For the purposes of the present account, the agreement of Segeberg (1506) The plots of ground, or Fttten, where the herring were cleaned, salted, and packed in barrels were assigned to the diSerent German towns. During the early autumn, especially from August to October, the little peninsula extending south from Skane was hu1nming with the voices of fishwives, -the hammering of the coopers, the activities of the packers. Vanzig's plot at Falsterbo was well located by the shore, while Lubeck's Fttte lay in a somewhat less favorable place, just back of Danzig's and west of the town.6 Occasionally during the idle morlths when the herring fieets were in their home ports, the sea encroached on the Fttten territory, the boundary stakes had a way of disappearing, and claims and counter-claims ainong the German towns were the result. Meantime, the Lubeckers became more insistent on presenting a united front to King John, who was making desperate eSorts to put through his plan for the econolnic isolation of Sweden. Danzig was not prepared to join the Wendic towns in this eSort, except as it would help the town secure 1nore favorable terms for the Skane fishing rights.
King sumed the role of mediator, accepted the imperial ban against Sweden, and preferred to take its chances on a separate agreement with the Danish authorities in the Skane fisheries matter. Back of the scenes at the Nykobing meeting were the envoys of Scotland and France, both active in the king's cause.8 The Swedes, whose leader in the struggle with Denmark was now Svante Sture, had been anxiously awaiting news from Nykobing; but all they got was an offer of peaceful mediation. Svante Sture rightly suspected that, though the voice offering mediation might be Lubeck's, the controlling hand was not.9
The agreement of Nykobing, when given sober second thought, did not answer the expectations of the Danzigers. 
